ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION

Robotics and automation for
warehousing
It’s no longer a question of if, it’s become a
question of when will you implement robotics

The applications are virtually limitless for introducing robotics
and other automation into today’s warehouses, including:

or other automation technology.

�

Goods-to-person

From goods-to-person and autonomous fork-

�

Autonomous forklifts, pallet jacks, and tuggers

lifts to kitting and sorting solutions, Open Sky

�

Robotic piece picking

�

Kitting and sorting

�

Automated storage & retrieval systems (AS/RS)

fulfillment volumes and improve ROI and

�

Wireless pick-to-light solutions

profitability.

�

Conveyance

Group can help you resolve your warehouse
challenges like labor shortages and productivity issues as well as help you increase your

Robotics and automation by the numbers
As an integrator of supply chain solutions, Open Sky Group
is intimately familiar with the innerworkings of the warehouse and distribution center. Leveraging our extensive
partner network, the powerful and intelligent solutions we
offer create endless opportunities to advance your warehouse. Some common savings and increases experienced
by users of automation and robotics include:

� Reduction of capital expenditure using Robotics-as-a-Ser-

vice (RaaS) solutions
� Increase in pick rates by 4-5x
� Achievement of 99.9% picking accuracy with certain tech-

nologies
� Recognition of 20% or greater ROI in as little as 6 months

� Reduction of operational expenses by up to 70%
� Resolution of labor availability challenges
� Bolstering of facility throughput by up to 25% to 50%
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Open Sky Group By The Numbers
950+

100+

Supply chain software
projects since 2006

WMS/WLM go-lives in
last two years

Average experience =
9+ Blue Yonder, 15+
supply chain

Dedicated Blue Yonder
WMS implementation
partner

LARGEST

FIVE-TIME

TEN-TIME

SEVEN-TIME

TMS practice in Blue
Yonder partner
community

Award winner of Blue
Yonder Top Channel
Partner, North America

Award winner of
SupplyChainBrain 100
Great Supply Chain
Partners

Award winner of Food
Logistics’ FL 100+

LARGEST

Award-Winning Work

Open Sky Group’s talented consultants use their deep experience and skills to make sure you get the best possible results whether
that’s on-premise or in the cloud. With offices in the U.S., UK and Australia, Open Sky Group resources are based in key cities and
across the world. Operationally focused and committed to consistent core teams during implementations and upgrades, Open
Sky Group strives every day to be the best supply chain consultants on the planet.
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